FROM: DIRESA

TO: SSO DIA

INFO: AFSSO USAF

TOP SECRET DODAR
A/390-62

DATE: 27 OCTOBER 1962

REF: DIAAG2 3043-62

1. MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE USE OF PRESENT RESOURCES AT OUR DISPOSAL NOW BEING MADE. CRITICAL COLLECTION DEFICIENCIES HOWEVER, EXIST IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

   A. CUBA.

   B. IN ORDER TO INCREASE COLLECTION AND REPORTING IN THESE CRITICAL AREAS, AS SPECIFIED, I.E., LOGISTICS, HILLTOPS AND TROOP MOVEMENTS, WE WILL REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING:

   A. REDEPLOYMENT OF USS ODYSSEY OR ANOTHER SIMILARLY CONFIGURED SEABORNE PLATFORM, WITHIN RANGE OF CUBAN, SINALOA

   B. EQUIPPING FOR OPERATIONAL UTILIZATION ALL C-130 ACREP TRAINER AIRCRAFT.

   C. SCHEDULING OF PRIVATE FLIGHTS TO CONFORM WITH ACREP FLIGHTS.

   3. OPTIMIZING OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AIRBORNE COLLECTION WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAL AIRCRAFT, PROPERLY CONFIGURED. SUCH AIRCRAFT
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NOT NOW AVAILABLE TO THIS AGENCY FOR TASKING.

M/S:  IMPORTANT:

1. MORE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS MUST WAIT FOR MORE PRECISE GUIDANCE.

GSA HAS OPTIMIZED ALL SIGNAL RESOURCES DURING CURRENT EMERGENCY TO

PRIMARY TASK OF RECOGNIZING

PREPARATION FOR

HOSTILITIES, MOVEMENT OR BUILD UP OF LOGISTICS AND/OR TROOPS ALREADY

ESTABLISHED AS A PRIMARY INDICATOR.

M/B: This message is in response to DIA request for GSA recommendation for optimizing aerial reconnaissance detection of

CUBAN troop and logistic buildups and

movements. A meeting held at 1000 hrs on 27 Oct 62 chaired by

A Watch Office with appropriate A, B, and C personnel and DIA

representatives resulted in:

1) Clarification of requirement

2) Extension of deadline from 1700 hrs 27 Oct to 0600 hrs 28

Oct 62.

3) arrangement for knowledgeable GSA representative to visit DIA on 29 Oct 62 for on-the-spot assistance on clarifi-

ation.
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